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HARNESSING CULTURAL DIPLOMACY THROUGH 

TEACHING/LEARNING ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

 
What students love is THE COURSE that advances beyond their mere skills, the course 
that teaches them life competences, and the course that is reflective, natural and 
entertaining.  
In my strong opinion, EFL is the one that facilitates students to learn how to nourish life 
and cultivate their sense of belonging to a broader community and humanity.  

 
Today’s security environment is dramatically different from the one we’ve been 

engaged in for the last 30 years and it requires new ways of thinking and new ways of 
acting. By and large, it concerns a motley tapestry of immensely transformed world 
politics, economy and environment, communication, employment, psychological and 
emotional wellbeing, safety and security, societal structures, and social culture and 
values integrated into the global landscape. Importantly, education has always been a 
core pillar of strength, since EDUCATION involves every aspect of human life: culture, 
power, ideology and authorities’ impact. Respectively, education and culture are the 
powerful forces that drive youth as stakeholders in education to reveal their potential 
and change their future as well as the future of the globe.  In this respect, my strong 
conviction is that English as a Foreign Language (EFL) classroom (EFL) can considerably 
contribute to a culturally versatile development of global citizenship education. 
Recently foreign language professors/teachers have become a pull and push factor in the 
sustainable development of both a global society and its citizens. Delving into the 
problem of harnessing cultural diplomacy through teaching/learning English as EFL, the 
study presented an in-depth scientific analysis based on conceptual framework of 
cultural diplomacy as soft power and synthesis which aimed at actual and multifaceted 
practices and, accordingly, provided the students with opportunities to consider their 
own experiences and yield their own fruits of soft skills. The present study was designed 
to determine the effect of cultural diplomacy as soft power that considerably contributes 
to effective EFL teaching/learning. One of the most significant findings to emerge from 
this study is that EFL teachers are to provide learners with a rich socio-cultural 
awareness and living skills, rather than only linguistic training on the target language. 
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Introduction. Today’s security environment is dramatically different from the one 
we’ve been engaged in for the last 30 years and it requires new ways of thinking and new 
ways of acting. By and large, it concerns a motley tapestry of immensely transformed 
world politics, economy and environment, communication, employment, psychological 
and emotional wellbeing, safety and security, societal structures, and social culture and 
values integrated into the global landscape. Importantly, education has always been a 
core pillar of strength, since education involves every aspect of human life: culture, 
power, ideology and authorities’ impact. Respectively, education and culture are the 
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powerful forces that drive youth as stakeholders in education to reveal their potential 
and change their future as well as the future of the globe.  

This statement is fully compliant with the founder of critical pedagogy Henry 
Giroux, who claimed in his seminal interview that,  

“Uncertainties can be a time of great anxiety but a time of great possibility. A time 
to rethink the language of politics, rethink the language of struggle. Power is not always 
about domination. It’s also about resistance. Young people have a lot of power. They can 
shut societies down. They can block streets, they can engage in direct action, they can 
educate their parents…  They are a potent political force and I think what they need to 
do is to recognise themselves as a potent political force and they need to act.  Because a 

discourse of anxiety should give way to a discourse of critique and a discourse of critique 
should give way to a discourse of possibility. And a discourse of possibility means that 
you can imagine a future very different from the present” (França, 2019).  

In the context of unprovoked Russian-Ukrainian war, when Ukraine is fighting for 
its Independence and preserving its cultural heritage, Ukrainian HEIs educators and 
teachers, whilst teaching and educating students have changed their focus on students’ 
emotional resilience, on geopolitical and media literacy, on their capacity to counter 
deepfakes & disinformation of russia’a media outlets. What is more, in November 11, 
2022 during the online BERA-UERA webinar “The Voice of Ukrainian Educational 
Research Association across Borders or is there Educational Solidarity during Russian-
Ukrainian War?” (Webinar, 2022), Ukrainian researchers’ meaningful messages and 
powerful voices were cast to tell the truth to the world, disseminate the true information 
and claim that EDUCATION creates the premises for democracy, defines the society and 
Ukraine’s Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs), as Professor Oksana Zabolotna 
classified them to be currently ‘ruined, displaced or wounded’, in their turn, have proved 
to be a frontline for defending democracy, its moral values and humanism, cultivating 
creativity and critical thinking, flexibility, and communication skills. The HEIs of Ukraine 
have become an effective tool for educating Zoomers-Ukrainians - global citizens to 
contribute to shaping our future, where social culture and values should be 
harmoniously blended into the regained democracy of Ukraine – state of Freedom and 
Independence.  

Taking into consideration the above-mentioned, according to President of UERA 

(Ukrainian Educational Research Association) Professor O.Zabolotna, there is still 
considerable ambiguity with regard to Education 2030 agenda and the Framework for 
Action, signed in 2015, and the current reality puts on the table the idea that it’s high time 
to reconsider “indicative strategies which countries may wish to draw upon in 
developing contextualised plans and strategies, taking into account different national 
realities, capacities and levels of development and respecting national policies and 
priorities” (Education 2030 Framework, 2015).  

It should be articulated that global citizenship education has been elaborated as 
an integral part of UNESCO’s agenda to advance sustainable development under the 
Education 2030 Agenda and Framework for Action. Namely, the United Nations states 
that global citizenship education “involves students’ active participation in projects that 
address global issues of a social, political, economic, or environmental nature” (para 1). 
Importantly, both the United Nations and UNESCO’s conception of global citizenship 
enhance the top priority of global citizenship education that seeks “to nurture respect for 
all, to build a sense of belonging to a common humanity and to help learners become 



responsible and active global citizens (UNESCO, 2019a, 2019b) (Global Citizenship 
Education, 2016).  

Symbolically, according to online language tool Babbel (Statistics & Data), in 2022, 
amongst 7,151 living languages, English (sometimes it is called Globish) ranks top of 10 
most spoken languages globally and is mainly used for international communication as 
one of the results of globalisation processes (Kaufman, 2022). 

In this respect, my strong conviction is that English as a Foreign Language 
classroom (EFL) can considerably contribute to a culturally versatile development of 
global citizenship education. Recently foreign language professors/teachers have 
become a pull and push factor in the sustainable development of both a global society 

and its citizens. Since, English is mainly used for international communication as one of 
the results of globalisation processes, users of English are supposed to be aware of how 
to deal and communicate with different cultures. This is especially important for students 
because the trend towards an increased international work environment will influence 
their later careers. Furthermore, gaining a shared legacy of facing challenges in adapting 
to a new environment as a refugee/migrant is a common phenomenon in today’s 
globalised world, respectively, EFL teachers are supposed to learn by themselves and 
develop students’ pragmatic competence to deal with diverse cultural backgrounds. 

At present, in an increasingly multi-territorialized and interdependent world, 
people are getting more in touch with each other than ever before through many mass 
media services (Moutinho et al, 2015). This provides people the possibility to overcome 
geographical borders in order to develop their capacity to build new relationships that 
foster mutual interests in economical and socio-cultural aspects from different countries.  

Consequently, not only official diplomats are in charge of this exchange, quoting 
the British cultural diplomacy expert Melissa Nisbet, “in the age of globalisation, it would 
seem, that anything and everything could be labelled and understood as cultural 
diplomacy, and anyone and everyone is responsible for it” (Nisbett, 2016:2).  

As EFL teachers we can all be considered cultural diplomats who perform 
interaction between cultures through teaching English as a foreign language and being 
Ukrainians. In this vein, we provide the students with information about socio-cultural 
aspects, rather than only linguistic ones.  

The objective of the research is to focus on Cultural Diplomacy through foreign 

language teaching/learning, illustrating real life situations experienced by both students 
and professors/teachers of English as a Foreign Language (EFL), who act as cultural 
diplomats in both a domestic and an international setting.  

METHODS. Delving into the problem of harnessing cultural diplomacy through 
teaching/learning English as EFL, the study presented an in-depth scientific analysis 
based on conceptual framework of cultural diplomacy as soft power and synthesis which 
aimed at actual and multifaceted practices and, accordingly, provided the students with 
opportunities to consider their own experiences and yield their own fruits of soft skills. 
Generalisation of theoretical and research data were primarily used to relate to the 
problem of embracing EFL teaching methodology and general understanding of cross-
cultural communication as a core concept of the study. To establish whether a theoretical 
perspective of the research concords with a pragmatic one, case study method (action 
research) was incorporated in the communicative approach study. 80 participants – 1-5-
year students of the Faculty of History, Political Sciences and International Studies were 
facilitated to use English as an effective tool of communication and voicing their ideas 
instead of mere practising of vocabulary and grammar points. The rise and the rise of IT 



and students’ tech-savviness, an arts-based, collaborative and innovative method of 
Digital storytelling enabled to evaluate the students’ teamwork and evaluative method 
to assess students’ translation quality assessment.  

RESULTS & DISCUSSION. It should be articulated that applied linguistics is a 
growing and vibrant discipline in universities nationally and internationally. It is an 
interdisciplinary field of research and instruction that provides theoretical and 
descriptive foundations for the empirical investigation and solution of language-related 
issues, especially those of language education (first-language, second-language, foreign-
language and heritage-language teaching and learning), but also issues of bilingualism 
and biliteracy, language policy, language assessment, lexicography, rhetoric and 

composition, and translation and interpretation.  
Students who demonstrate competence in these areas increase their opportunities 

for employment, as many job descriptions indicate a preference for candidates with an 
emphasis in applied linguistics or foreign language acquisition. Also, with the ever-
increasing number of foreign/second language learners, it is essential for all teachers and 
educational researchers to have a fundamental understanding of language learning and 
teaching theories and practices. 

What is more, applied linguists working in the fields of workplace 
communication, intercultural communication, and cross-cultural pragmatics have made 
an important contribution to cross-cultural understanding. For instance, by helping 
uncover the linguistic source of misunderstandings, including in problem-solving in 
conflict situations. 

The role of culture in a field as vast as applied linguistics is so pronounced and 
vital that even a highly selective overview might not be sufficient to be comprehensive. 
The enigmatic point which even makes the vast field of applied linguistics goes to 
unbeaten tracks is the similar nature of culture, since culture and language are 
intrinsically intertwined, it’s decided to have a more cultural stance rather than a 
linguistic one. 

According to Humaroih (2022, 69), for many years, intercultural communicative 
competence (ICC) has been discussed to elucidate the development of students’ 
awareness, skill, and experience in regard to intercultural communication. Yet, 
practically, suggestions for enhancing teachers’ or educators’ practice in intercultural 

communication classrooms are of vital value, the use of culture-based digital storytelling 
(DST) tasks “ to promote intercultural awareness and identity in multicultural classroom 
settings. 1) express their cultural identities from their point of view verbally and visually; 
(2) maximise their multimodal literacy and design creatively; (3) activate their 
background experiences to illustrate their intersecting cultural ideas critically; (4) further 
enhance their critical thinking and cultural awareness; (5) reflect their cultural identities 
in enhancing their intercultural competence; and (6) apply cultural identity theory to 
demonstrate and analyse their cultural ideas”.  

As language Professors of our DEPT are to teach students majoring in IS and TS, 
both students and EFL teachers can be considered independent, public or cultural 
diplomats who mediate the interaction between cultures (and countries) through the 
teaching, doing research, translating of the corresponding languages.  

Therefore, EFL teachers are to provide learners with a rich socio-cultural 
awareness and living skills, rather than only linguistic training on the target language. 
This means that the instructor’s task is no longer just teaching the language system itself, 
but teaching beyond language, incorporating the capacity to use the target language 



through topics related to the students’ interests and needs. As it is largely presupposed 
in Foreign Language Acquisition theory, a foreign language teacher is not only an 
important external factor but also a key agent to help achieve learners’ success through 
many kinds of contributions. Besides the more traditional role of a competent speaker 
who can provide the learners relevant comprehensible input so that they can reach an 
acceptable level of proficiency, the language instructor can also provide motivation, 
elucidation and explanation on the evolutionary processes of the culture, history and 
economy of a country (or countries), making the students to act in the new space called 
foreign language and participating in their own process of learning. This students’ 
involvement can lead to an eventual integration in or, at least, an understanding of the 

target language culture. This understanding can, in turn, become solid full-fledged 
attitudes in the future, facilitating the process of foreign language acquisition. 

To recapitulate a theoretical framework, I can state the status of applied linguistics 
as discipline is questioned and problems of establishing it – and other newly formed 
scientific enterprises like cultural science – as disciplines have become the focal point of 
EFL researches. From a pragmatic perspective, this problem under study has been 
contextualised using my own experience as an applied linguist working at the 
Department of Modern Foreign Languages & Translation Studies (DMFL&TS). 

The establishment of the DMFL&TS was a pilot project, since the academic staff of 
the Department was supposed to teach foreign languages and TS to students who were 
majoring in International Relations, Regional Studies and Public Communications. In the 
end, the daring venture turned into a deep-rooted and developed institution with its own 
traditional methods of teaching, adapting to the modern challenges of the Knowledge 
Society. It is worth mentioning that the Department made a breakthrough in teaching 
both IS and a foreign language – ‘using language to learn, learning to use language’. The 

Department professors/teachers started up a new educational approach Content and 
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), providing exposure to the language without 
requiring extra time in the curriculum, which is of particular interest in their future 
expertise. Primarily, the attention has been drawn to linguistics as well as terminology 
and translation studies – building blocks of the educational process associated with 
learning foreign languages. The Department of Modern Languages and Translation 
Studies trains a professional translator as a mediator of cross-cultural communication to 

survive and succeed under the conditions of a rapid globalisation. The process of EFL 
teaching significantly contributes to students’ gaining key competencies of the 21st 
century, namely: civic literacy; global awareness and cross-cultural skills; critical and 
inventive thinking; communication, collaboration and information skills. It is worth 
mentioning that after completing their Master’s Degree, graduates are conferred the 
diplomas of Experts in International Studies and Experts in Translation. If to monitor our 
multifaceted graduates’ success, they have become cultural diplomats at different levels 
- scholars, civil servants, entrepreneurs, social media marketing managers, politicians, 
media experts, PR managers, interpreters and visionaries to meet the diverse challenges 
of a globalised world (Bohatyrets, 2021:229). 

If to speak about a couple of cases that could exemplify the principle from 
information to participation, following the chronology, I would mention that the first 
valuable contribution of the students, Associate and Assistant Professors in English of 
our Department was the translation of a package of documents of the nomination dossier 
on the inclusion of the Residence of Metropolitan Bukovina and Dalmatia (now Yuriy 
Fedkovych Chernivtsi National University) in the UNESCO World Heritage, being 



adopted by the 35th session of UNESCO on June 28, 2011 (The Residence of Bukovyna 
and Dalmatia Metropolitans in Chernivtsi, 2008).  

Applying multiple skill- and knowledge-based assessments, we could evaluate 
students’ learning targets and their achievements, in particular, their performance in 
class as well as conferences and their qualified translations on different University and 
NGO’s levels. Our students’ participation in international summer schools and 
international conferences both as contributors and translators has become an amazing 
experience of their pragmatic competence both as translators and cultural diplomats on 
their interpersonal and international level.  

I can’t but mention a very crucial moment in the course of the history of Ukraine. 

To be more precise, our EFL professors/teachers and students’ joint efforts as well as 
students’ powerful linguistic and tech-savvy competencies facilitated powerful 
Euromaidan (The Revolution of Dignity) outreach. In this respect, I cannot but mention, 
the-then students of the Faculty of History, Political Science and International Studies 
with the assistance and support of the Department of International Relations and the 
Department of Modern Foreign Languages and Translation Studies, shot a multilingual 
video “An Address to the Students of Europe” (in 6 languages) and created a post on 
YouTube, and, consequently, the world began to react and respond (“Ukrainian students’ 
address to students from Europe!”, 2014).  

Of particular interest is the fact that teaching EFL does not necessarily focus on 
syntactic accuracy or competency in grammar usage. Instead, giving opportunities to 
students to use as much English as they can in real life contexts should be critically 
considered, especially for the students who have limited chances not only to be exposed 
to native English speakers, but also the opportunity to use English in their real-life milieu. 
Respectively, our going to London David Game College (Kensington Academy of 
English) has become another act of cultural diplomacy and a vital event in the life of both 
professors/teachers and students. We had a great opportunity to improve our lingual 
and socio-cultural skills, got acquainted with both the English language teaching system 
in British educational institutions and cultural heritage (architectural monuments, 
museums of London and Cambridge) and communicate with native speakers, breaking 
stereotypes about the climate of the Foggy Albion, arrogance and superiority of the 
British and gaining more confidence in terms of our own competences in the language 

environment. It was an unforgettable, extremely insightful and informative trip that 
allowed us to enrich our experience and acquire new knowledge, expand our worldview 
and become real cultural diplomats of Ukraine, promoting a positive image of Ukraine 
and its citizens amongst the learners from different countries. We were extremely proud 
of our 1-5-year students (including the students from the Faculty of Foreign Languages 
and Law Faculty), who aired their profound knowledge in both English and culture (60% 
of our students were given C1 proficiency level certificates). I will never forget the 
moment the British professors/teachers were highly appraising our students’ 
achievements and mentioning them to stand out among Brazilians, Russians, Italians, 
Polish, Chinese, Indians, and Greeks etc.  

Noteworthy, what made our students – high-achievers, was grounded by their 
culture and values, and the idiosyncratic experiences of their upbringing and EFL 
learning style. During our EFL classroom we usually start with presenting the news (BBC 
one-minute English as a paradigm). The students are free to highlight the news about 
politics, culture, technologies and advancements, sharing with their fellow-students the 
relevant glossary (importantly, new entry should be defined in English and given 



synonyms), every winter and summer holidays students are enjoying their extensive 
reading (their own choice) – 50 pages of the authentic text; 50 collocations and phrases or 
chunks to be committed to the memory; and 5 their most-favoured collocations to share 
with their students during their presentations. Furthermore, every Unit of our course 
book “Bridge to Success: English for International Studies Students”, comprises the texts 
and tests about culture, lifestyle, geography and wildlife, famous people, science and 
technologies, art, history, sports, healthcare, society, environmental issues, public 
speaking and education, including English learning. In this perspective, while 
completing every unit, we put the cherry on the top by singing the songs or watching a 
movie on a relevant topic (students do love this activity and eagerly present their 

grammatically-correct and logically structured reviews, involving the new-learnt 
vocabulary). 

Another stage in developing students’ pragmatic competences has become 
Corona- or HyFlex learning that stirred another idea for spreading our positive vibes in 
the cultural front via FB and Instagram. Noteworthy, after Covid-19 the world and 
education has changed dramatically; with the distinctive rise of e-learning, whereby 
teaching is undertaken remotely and on digital platforms. The students were given a 
chance to lead and make their sole and team projects related to the topics we covered 
during the semester and it proved to be one of the best ways to reinforce learning through 
teaching. The students were given the opportunity to make their presentations or lead 
classes segments on particular topics (presenting news, topic-related idioms and slang; 
forums on DOEU project) a kind of Pedagogy of Partnership. To the point, we used to 
allow student-led teaching to take place both in the classroom and virtually. Their final 
projects that were to share their experience gained in Corona Learning yielded great 
fruits and outperformed our expectations. Being tech-savvy, the 1–2-year-students made 
Digital storytelling (shot their 3-minute studvines) rich in learnt vocabulary and 
grammar presentation, filled with bright emotions and sweet memories. The 3-year 
students shot the video ‘What is my vision of EU’ and even recorded the song “Shallow” 
and the 4-year students published their third issue of the magazine giving life hacks on 
how to survive the Corona and never stop advancing and mastering English. That was a 
real blast in re-conceptualization of the teaching/learning. It should be articulated, that 
corona reality has significantly addressed the need for linguistic knowledge and 

intercultural competence in a global business environment, a requirement and necessity 
that has become more apparent to many international businesses and organisations, and 
students were supposed to customise their knowledge in business interactions, public 
discourse, media discourse, as well as the discourse of consumption and globalisation 
(#STAYSAFE #STAYHOME, 2020; Learning Can Be Entertaining,2020; Department of 
Modern Foreign Languages & TS, 2020). 

Together these results provide important insights into another identiary aspect for 
our students’ socio-lingual and translation and interpreting skills has become a two-year 
truly bountiful cooperation with the EU-funded Jean Monnet Open Online Course of 
European Integration (EUROSCI) and prompted us to infer that EU-Ukraine cultural 
cooperation as a powerful toolkit of enhancing opportunity and value of interstate 
relations prove to strengthen its regulatory environment, moreover, to remove barriers 
of existing borders, based on cultural similarities and on economic and social differences. 
Apropos, each course at our Faculty of History, Political Science and International 
Relations, in particular at the Department of International Studies (International 
Relations, Regional Studies & Public Communications) is delivered with reference to the 



knowledge acquired through globalisation of education. This refers to the history, culture 
and different educational methodologies received from the EU and alike. Consequently, 
it sounds quite logical that our faculty wants to deepen the accumulated knowledge in 
order to prepare experts in International and Translation Studies, diplomats, political 
scientists, think-tank analysts and interpreters to be able to accept and adapt to changes 
in the cutting-edge traditional channels of communication. The EUROSCI network 
included the courses “EU Economic Development”; and after their being agile and 
proactive in doing the course and airing their knowledge of 3 languages (English, Spanish 
and Romanian), what is more, shooting the video ‘What the EU means for us’, another 
JM course “Strategic Communication” was deliberately elaborated and tailed for the 

students of our Faculty (What the EU means for us’, 2018). 
To finalise, it has been an honour and a real pleasure to introduce the students of 

Ukraine to the world of EU academia and studentship within the framework of the 
project “Doing Europe: Cohesion and Integration in the European Union” (611388-EPP-
1-2019-1-DE-EPPJMO-MODULE). During 3 different modules (2020-2022) our students – 
cultural diplomats acquired their practical academic competencies and skills within a 
virtual JM DOEU course. I am confident that our inter-university international, 
multilingual and multi-faceted videoconferences have become another opportunity for 
us to bolster our gained ample knowledge and mutually enriching cross-cultural 
experience. Eventually, this virtual course has definitely benefited our institutions as well 
as promoted our personal growth and generated new ideas. I would like to wrap up some 
insights of our zoom-journey of Joint Jean-Monnet-Course ‘European Integration: 
Conflicts, Institutions, Policies, and Cohesion’. 

From the perspective of Ukraine, a less visible but vitally important dimension of 
political change in Ukraine concerns the strengthening of grassroots civil society. 
Consequently, the DoEU model is perceptive to emulate since after Euromaidan a 
diversity of grassroots initiatives (economic, social, environmental, and political-
institutional) turned up to suggest an efficient toolkit for building a sustainable 
institutional transformation as well as robust civil society in Ukraine. 

The students’ skills were shown in the process of completing their final projects. 
During the course, they have applied empirical methods of observation and comparison, 
to build soft skills and competencies, communication and interpersonal skills, critical 

thinking, civic engagement; linguistic and intercultural competencies. 
Amongst all the acquired skills I would single out Linguistic Competence is an 

indispensable part of students’ communicative competence. Their declarative and 
procedural knowledge in EU policies has enabled them to tackle the multifarious fields 
of the discourse and having specific content-based knowledge they undertook the 
problem-predicting and problem-solving processes. Thus, they became intermediaries 
between different language systems as well as intercultural mediators – owing to the 
DOEU course; they have become both ‘bilingual and bicultural’. Thus, our course 
crucially enhanced their understanding of the cultural ‘other’.   

Therefore, completing the course they have become in the picture of the EU and 
what it does for Ukraine, respectively, they turned their theoretical and empirical 
knowledge into practical proficiency in terms of acting, doing resilient, powerful 
EUROPE for citizens.  

In our vein, immediately before the onset of the Russo-Ukrainian War we raised 
awareness of Siegen University students regarding the benefits of European integration 



and to demonstrate European values through the examples of Ukrainian students’ 
activities and their involvement in all walks of life.  

There is growing awareness that languages play a vital role in development, in 
ensuring cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue and strengthening cooperation. 
There was a significant positive correlation between students who learn English as EFL 
and serve as volunteers, translators and cultural diplomats, when sharing their 
translations in widely spread social networks and media outlets, disseminating the truth 
about the war in Ukraine. There was rather a remarkable outcome when 1-year students 
were suggested translating the post from FB. As EFL learners they’ve brushed up the 
vocabulary (Family & Relationship, Home & House) and as translators they 

accomplished the mission of cultural diplomats.  
Всім привіт. Я – будинок. Сьогодні 

мене вбили. 

Мене будували декілька років. Я 

бачив сильні руки людей, котрі 

викладали цеглу. Я чув, як витікають 

сльози, коли не вистачало грошей на 

цемент. 

Я радів, коли на моїй підлозі 

валялись діти. Коли на кухні розливався 

чай. Мене дбайливо застеляли 

широкими килимами, щоб я не замерзав. 

По мені бігали коти та хом’ячки. На мені 

боролись та грали в Діксіт. 

Я обожнював запах смаженої 

картоплі, якою пригощали гостей. Це 

означало, що все добре. Любив слухати 

брязкіт ложок та свист чайника. 

Мої господарі – сім’я з 4 людей. 

Чоловік Сергій працював майстром на 

заводі. Він настроював станки для 

виготовлення геотекстилю. Вдома Сергій 

обожнював пити чай з лимоном. Гучно 

розкалачував його та сьорбав, дратуючи 

усіх навколо. Вболівав за Динамо. Важко 

переживав за станом команди в останній 

час. Мріяв про навколосвітню подорож 

на велосипеді. Ненавидів ранки. Мав 

татуювання на грудях – кольорову 

ластівку. 

Його дружина – Надія, працювала 

викладачкою зарубіжної літератури. Її 

улюблений твір – “Собор Паризької 

Greetings to all. I am The House. 

I was murdered today. 

It had been built for several years. 

I was admiring muscular hands that 

were bricking up my walls. I felt tears 

welling up when an unexpected cash 

shortage for my further building 

emerged. 

It was a real delight to feel 

children rolling around on my floor or 

spilling tea in the kitchen. I was carefully 

blanketed with carpets to keep warm. 

Cats and hamsters playing around 

under my roof and everybody felt safe 

and sound; Dixit was a funny game to 

play.  

I loved the mouth-watering smell 

of fried chips guests were being treated 

with. That meant that everything went 

well. I enjoyed the sound of clinking 

cutlery and tea kettle whistling. 

My owners - a family of four - 

used to live under my roof. Serhiy used 

to work as a master at the factory. He 

was setting up machines for the 

geotextile fabric. He loved drinking 

lemon tea while staying in my reign. 

Loudly stirring and slurping it, 

annoying everyone around. He was 

rooted for Dynamo and was worrying 

about the team's performance these 

days. He was dreaming of a cycling trip 



Богоматері”. Вона носила коротку 

зачіску, мала чорне, як маслина, сухе 

волосся. В ямки її щік міг впасти кожен, 

тільки б вона цього захотіла. Від неї 

пахнуло корицею, апельсинами та 

молоком. Надія обожнювала їсти яєшню 

та абрикосове варення. Слухала Радіохед. 

Засинала лише повністю роздягненою. Її 

вуста мали смак кави. 

Діти – Ігор та Лєра. Ігору було 6, 

Лєрі 11. 

Ігор не вимовляв “р” та “ш”. 

Любив збирати всі іграшки, які є вдома та 

влаштовувати війну між ними. Гра 

затягувалась, батьки кликали їсти. Тож 

переможців у цій війні не було. 

Наступного разу все починалось 

спочатку. Ігорю на День Народження 

подарували хом’ячка. Назвав його – 

Хома. Хома обожнював моркву, капусту, 

буряк та забігати у шпарину між шафою 

і стіною. 

Лєра мала божевільно великі очі, 

космічну посмішку та широкі синці під 

очима, як в Джека Горобця. Найбільш за 

все на світі вона любила кидати скибки 

хліба, щоб ті розмокали в тарілці з 

гарячим супом, а тоді смакувати ними. 

Також – розділяти пельмені та м’ясо, 

ковбасу з салату олів’є, лущити зернята 

на гірку, а тоді їх з’їдати. 

Влітку вона лягла на теплу землю і 

годинами дивилась на сонце та хмари. 

Вона була впевнена, що хмари, то 

борода Бога борода, а сонце Його слово. 

В моїх кімнатах кохались, 

сварились, сміялись та плакали. 

Говорили про президентів та революції. 

Пили “Живчик” ти розсипали “Люкс” по 

підлозі. Прокидались в неділю зранку, 

сповнені надій на “Лото Забаву”. По мені 

стрибали, коли Україна перемогла 

around the world, loathed mornings 

and had a colourful swallow tattooed on 

his chest. 

His wife Nadiia worked as a 

teacher of World Literature. Hugo’s 

“Notre Dame de Paris” is her favourite 

masterpiece. She had pixie, jet-black dry 

hair. Everyone could ‘fall’ into the 

dimples on her cheeks if only she 

desired to. She scented sweet flavours of 

cinnamon, oranges and milk. She would 

love scrambled eggs and apricot jam. 

Would listen to Radiohead and fell 

asleep naked. Her lips tasted like coffee.  

They had children – Ihor and 

Lera, a little boy who was only six and 

an 11-year-old girl. 

Ihor used to mispronounce ‘Rs 

and ‘Shs. He enjoyed starting real-time 

battles involving all toys he found in the 

house. It always ended up with ‘no 

winners in the war ‘because parents 

called him for dinner. Therefore, next 

time he started the war from scratch. 

Ihor was given a hamster for his 

Birthday. He called it Khoma. Khoma 

used to like carrots, cabbage, beetroots 

and love escaping into the crack 

between the closet and the wall. 

Lera had unbelievably wide-open 

eyes, enigmatic smile and ‘Captain Jack 

Sparrow’s’ black circles under her eyes. 

More than any other thing in the whole 

wide world, she liked throwing 

breadcrumbs into her hot soup looking 

them to sodden, as well as picking meat 

out of dumplings, sausage out of Olivier 

salad, cracking seeds into the pile and 

then eating them. She would lie down 

on the warm ground and spend a whale 

of time staring at the sun and clouds. She 

was certain that floating clouds were 



Швейцарію. Я плакав разом з 

господарями, коли з телевізору лунала 

“Пливе кача”. На моїх килимах 

розкладали аптечку, складаючи їх для 

відправлення на Схід. 

На моїх стінах змінювались 

шпалери, додавались дипломи. На моєму 

дверному пройомі лишались мітки, 

нанесені олівцем: метр двадцять, метр 

двадцять п’ять. 

Мене наповнювали спогади та 

історії. Вони лишались в мені і жили, 

наче риба у річці. Розмножувались та 

клювали… 

Два тижні тому я прокинувся о 

п’ятій ранку. Мене збудив гучний вибух. 

Це ворожі ракети шматували небо моєї 

країни, наче м’ясник тушку. Я тоді чув 

крик, плач. Я відчував біль та сум. Я 

просто будинок, ми звичайна сім’я. 

Ракети сліпі, їм все одно, як дементорам. 

Всі, окрім Сергія поїхали до 

близьких у Чернівці. Сергій – у 

військкомат. 

Я чекав на них, наче пес. Бо я не 

звичайний будинок, я – дім. 

Сьогодні мене вбили. Ворожа міна 

прилетіла ранесенько вранці 

прямісінько в кухню. Мої цегляні руки та 

ноги розлетілись по всьому подвір’ї. 

Запах життя змінився на запах горілого. 

Мене кровоточило бетоном. І тут нікуди 

накладати турнікет. 

Я – будинок. Мене сьогодні вбили. 

Живою лишилась закривавлена пам’ять. 

Її рани зшиваються міцними швами 

кулеметних черг, чергуваннями в 

холодні ночі, маскувальними сітками, 

молитвами, блокопостами, їжаками на 

трасах. 

Я – будинок. Мене сьогодні вбили. 

Не забувайте про це ніколи. 

shaping the beard of God and the sun 

was His Logos. 

My rooms witnessed people 

making love, arguing, laughing and 

crying. I heard my dwellers discussing 

presidents and revolutions, drinking 

Zhyvchik (pepsi) and scattering Lux 

chips on the floor. I saw them waking up 

on Sundays’ mornings with a desire to 

try their luck in winning the lottery in 

Loto Zabava. I saw them jumping up 

and down out of excitement when the 

Ukrainian national football team beat 

the Switzerland team.  I was grieving 

along with them while listening to the 

Plyve kacha (the duckling swims) 

mourning folk song on TV. My carpets 

served as a ground base for packing 

survival first aid kits to be sent to the 

East. 

My walls changed their 

wallpapers, being personalised with 

diplomas and awards. My doorway was 

carved with a pencil mark: measuring 

kids’ height: four feet, metre twenty-

five. 

I was bountifully filled with 

sweet memories and stories. They are 

the pillars of my inner core. Every 

memory multiplied and grew. 

Two weeks ago, I was awoken at 

5 a.m. by loud explosion. The enemy 

missiles tormented and blasted the 

skies. Clear Blue skies of my country. I 

heard horrible screaming, crying. I felt 

grief and pain. Lots of pain. I am just a 

house; we are an ordinary family. 

Rockets and missiles are blind, they 

don't care like dementors. I was emptied 

in no time. My beloved dwellers were 

forced to move to Chernivtsi. Except for 



© Кривцов Максим Serhyi. He went to the military 

commissariat.  

I was like a faithful servant and 

loyal dog, waiting for them. Because I 

am not The House, I am The Home. 

Today I was murdered. The 

enemy shell hit my heart - my kitchen. 

The blast tore through my brick arms 

and legs and my fragments scattered 

everywhere. The smell of life was 

changed by a strong smoky smell of 

burning. I was bleeding concrete. 

Moreover, there was nowhere to put the 

turnstile.  

I am the Home. Today I was 

murdered. A bloody memory has just 

survived.  Its wounds are being stitched 

with heavy machine-gun shots, with 

duties on frosty nights, camouflage 

mesh netting, sincere praying, building 

concrete checkpoints and producing 

Czech hedgehogs.  

I am The Home. Today I was 

murdered. Always remember that. 

© Sofia Bohdanova (1-year 

student) 

 

Undergraduates were suggested to do translation for NGO Institute of Democracy 
and Development, highlighting the true facts about violence in Mariupol and Bucha, 
Genocide. Mariupol (2022) Bucha (2022) Genocide (2022). 

One of the more significant findings to emerge from this study is that the students 
– logophiles and future interpreters/ translators embrace the importance of developing 
their translation skill - the ability to decode cultures and bridge worlds – one of the most 
highly demanded skills today, especially at the times when Ukraine is at war – bridge 

hearts and souls. 
CONCLUSION. The present study was designed to determine the effect of 

cultural diplomacy as soft power that considerably contributes to effective EFL 
teaching/learning. The findings in this study reveal that through language we practise 
our culture and identity. The concluding proof of the research has established a 
theoretical and practical framework which demonstrates that various disciplines 
highlight the need for interdisciplinarity of teaching EFL.  

Drawing on the theoretical underpinnings of CD (cultural diplomacy) as 
inextricable part of EFL, both students and EFL teachers can be considered independent, 
public or cultural diplomats who mediate the interaction between cultures (and 



countries) through the teaching, doing research, and translating of the corresponding 
languages.  

Students, furnished with cross-cultural pragmatic competence in the classroom 
and provided with classroom tasks, can develop their capacity to express and implicit 
their communicative competence for a sustainable English learning environment. One of 
the most significant findings to emerge from this study is that EFL teachers are to provide 
learners with a rich socio-cultural awareness and living skills, rather than only linguistic 
training on the target language. 

It is predicted that, with globalisation and advances in technology, peer-to-peer 
cultural interaction will continue to grow. In the future, countries will increasingly rely 

on their individual citizens to shape a positive image of their nation abroad, instead of 
leaving this role to traditional state-to-state diplomacy.  
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